CHIKE is extraordinary. A space marvel. And stacks of fun to ride! Manoeuvrable, light and
comfortable. The new compact class among cargo bikes.
CHIKE is a modern compact cargo bike that is as sporty and intuitive as a normal bike thanks
to its tilting technology, despite being a three-wheeler. It is the perfect combination of being
practical and fun to ride.
Coming in at just under 2 m in length and 73 cm wide, CHIKE also fits on narrow cycle paths
and through all standard doors, but still offers a lot of space for everything you want to transport due to its innovative design. The sprung tilting suspension makes the CHIKE extremely
secure, comfortable and manoeuvrable.
Be it for a young family, commercial enterprise, or anyone wanting to do more without using
their car: the CHIKE's modular design makes light work of retrofitting equipment. Whether
transforming from e-kids to e-cargo or vice versa, CHIKE adapts to your current life situation.

CHIKE e-kids
For the daily trip to kindergarten, shopping with the kids or a weekend trip out into the great
outdoors, the CHIKE e-kids is the ideal companion for young families. Despite its small overall
width of only 73 cm, CHIKE with its 70 cm seat also offers two older children enough space to
be comfortably seated for a longer ride.
The large windows on the front and sides ensure children have a great panoramic view making every ride an experience not to be forgotten. Mum and dad can always keep an eye on
their children thanks to the small window in the roof.
The five-point harnesses provide maximum safety and can be used flexibly for one child seated in the middle or two children side by side.

CHIKE e-kids

If heavy excavation work in the sandpit is on the cards, toys can be easily transported in the
Eurobox, available as an optional extra.

Item No. 0.230.022/6

Item No. 0.230.021/8

Item No. 0.230.020/0

Data
Drive system: SHIMANO Steps Battery capacity: 418 Wh Wheel size: 16" / 20" Gear set: SHIMANO "Nexus Di2"
5-speed, freewheel Brake system: hydraulic disc brake Lighting: B&M IQ-XS, 70 Lux Weight: 38.0 kg Maximum
permissible weight: 200 kg Colours: dusty blue, melon yellow, black matt Suitable for rider height: 160–200 cm
Special feature: Choice of colours for pad set

CHIKE e-kids

Pad set incl.
safety harness system
The pad set is available in fire red, melon yellow and grey. When buying a new
CHIKE e-kids, it is included in the scope of
delivery and you are free to choose the
colour.
You can also obtain the pad set as a separate CHIKE accessory.
Item No.
Grey 		
Melon yellow
Fire red 		

0.230.902/9
0.230.903/7
0.230.904/5

MaxiCosi adapter
This adapter offers you the possibility of securing a MaxiCosi baby car
seat securely in the cab. As the MaxiCosi is not limited to being fitted in
the middle but on the one side, a second child can easily ride alongside
in the CHIKE e-kids.
The adapter is compatible with the MaxiCosi models "CabrioFix", "Pebble" and "Rock".
Item No. 0.230.901/1

Eurobox with lid
Ideal for additional storage, especially when parents are accompanied
by their children while shopping. A quick-release clip system on the
frame means these boxes (40 x 30 x 27 cm) can be easily attached and
removed from the CHIKE.
The design of these lockable boxes means they are only suitable for the
CHIKE e-kids. Load per box 12 kg.
Item No.
Right, lockable
Left, lockable
Right and left, lockable,
with identical locking key
Mounting adapter

CHIKE e-kids accessories

0230.925/0
0230.926/8
0230.927/6
0.230.922/7

CHIKE e-cargo
Blocked streets and problems searching for a parking space are a thing of the past; the cargo
bike trend is unstoppable. The CHIKE e-cargo offers many benefits for all areas.
Despite its compact design, CHIKE has a considerable loading volume. Its transport platform
measuring 90 cm in length and 73 cm in width has plenty of space for everything you would
want to transport. Airline rails recessed into the platform let you attach cargo lashing straps
with ease to ensure the load is held in place.
The casing, available as an optional extra, turns the transport platform into a transport box
measuring 35 cm in height and with a loading volume of approx. 210 litres. It is attached and
also removed in just a matter of seconds. This means that every e-cargo can be optimised
for its respective use in no time at all before each trip.

CHIKE e-cargo

The transport platform can be turned into a transport box with the casing, available as an
optional extra. A matching tarpaulin is available as an accessory to protect your shopping
from both rain and prying eyes alike.

Item No. 0.230.032/5

Item No. 0.230.031/7

Item No. 0.230.030/9

Data
Drive system: SHIMANO Steps Battery capacity: 418 Wh Wheel size: 16" / 20" Gear set: SHIMANO "Nexus Di2"
5-speed, freewheel Brake system: hydraulic disc brake Lighting: B&M IQ-XS, 70 Lux Weight: 38.0 kg Maximum
permissible weight: 200 kg Colours: dusty blue, melon yellow, black matt Suitable for rider height: 160–200 cm

CHIKE e-cargo

Casing

(without edge pads)
The casing transforms the transport
platform into a spacious transport
box. The four side parts can be attached and removed in a matter of
seconds.
They can be stored without taking
up much space when not in use.
Item No. 0.230.911/0
We recommend purchasing the
edge pad set, an accessory, as
shown in the picture.

Tarpaulin
The tarpaulin reliably protects your
cargo from rain and prying eyes.
The integrated fibreglass rod prevents water collecting on top of the
tarpaulin.
Item No. 0.230.912/8

Lashing strap

Systainer adapters (4 pc set)

Eurobox without lid

Lashing straps with fittings on both
ends to attach to the airline rails recessed in the platform. These allow
you to secure any load quickly and
easily.

The Systainer adapter can be inserted into holes provided in the
platform and provide the possibility
to attach Systainers and Maxi-Systainers (e.g. from TANOS, FESTOOL,
MAKITA, etc.) easily to the platform.

Ideal for extra storage space. The
transport boxes (40 x 30 x 27 cm)
without lid can be attached to both
the e-kids as well as the e-cargo.
Load per box 12 kg.

Item No. 0.230.913/6

Item No. 0.230.914/4

Edge pads (4 pc set)
Edge pads for the casing.
Item No. 0.230.910/0

chike e-cargo accessories

Item No.
Right
Left
Mounting adapter

0230.920/1
0230.923/5
0.230.922/7

BIKE BILD had seven families
test seven different e-cargo
bikes for a period of seven
months. Afterwards, the families were able to award stars –
for the winner, there were seven stars, six for second place
and so on. Then the stars were
added up.

"We are very impressed by the
overall concept of the Chike.
It provides good protection
for children as a very compact bike. Its tilting technology
makes the bike easy to ride
and a clever feature allows the
wheels to be locked to make
loading the bike easy work."

CHIKE e-kids
VERY GOOD
Test: Six "special bikes"

CHIKE e-cargo
RECOMMENDATION
Test: Endurance test

"'Even with a load of 60 kilos,
the bike remained incredibly
stable. Tipping over? False
alarm Its parking function ensures it is stable when standing. The e-kids is a super
nimble cargo bike with small
dimensions. It puts the fun into
transporting children! Farewell
second car!"

"With e-cargo, Chike offers a
flexible, well thought-out and
stable cargo bike for everyday use. And even if the price
may seem high to some, it is
in the end absolutely justified
in terms of practical design,
number of units, equipment
and riding performance."
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CHIKE e-kids
TEST WINNER AND
PRICE/PERFORMANCE WINNER

